THE ONE HEART CONVERGENCE with the BUSHMEN in Spain, Jan 2016
The Universal Proclamation ONE HEART CONVERGENCE with the
BUSHMEN in Spain Jan 2016 - a Gathering of Indigenous Elders of the
world, held in Barcelona Spain - 14 to 17 January 2016
It is TIME to honour the Divine Memory of the Creator's Original Seeds
that exist within us, A special thank you to Roy Littlesun whose vision
brought about this gathering.
Here is a link to a video of my perspectives of the Spain event https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QQuQBMOu9KM
The San Bushmen Izak and Lydia Kruiper who are of the Khomani San
Peoples came from the Kalahari in South Africa to attend the ONE
HEART CONVERGENCE in Barcelona that was initiated by Roy Littlesun.
Many important people were part of sponsoring and realizing the very
amazing convergence of Indigenous Elders from around the world, who
we thank for their attendance. The reason for the event was to primarily
establish the Universal Proclamation of which the details are shared in
the later part of this video. The event itself was a 4 day process of
teachings, ceremony and self examination for the people who took part.
This video - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QQuQBMOu9KM shares sacredly some of my perspectives from the footage I took and at
the same time I feel it is important MEMORY to hold the wisdom of. All
is shared respectfully.
For myself Sean Caulfield it was an honour to be part of travelling from
Cape Town with the San to Spain and to be part of helping to bring the
most ancient Memory of the San Bushmen to people and translate the
wisdom of Izak and Lydia.
What the gathering is about: “The essence of the One Heart
Convergence is to create the Agreement of the divine plan to make
Earth the Portal of Peace, based on the collective consciousness that All
Is One. Therefore the Prayer was made to have the right people come,
whose Spirit resonates with the Call. The Agreement includes the
Document (Universal Proclamation) to be sealed in a four day
Examination/Ceremony, witnessed by all the Divine Ones of the

Universe ( including the Ascended Masters and Ancestral Spirits) who
have accompanied all who have come from around the world.
Afterwards the Vow is made by all who have agreed on the above to
help with the sharing the Universal Proclamation with all of Humanity.
This Document will then be sent to World Leaders"
We are becoming consciously aware that Our Spirit has AGREED to come
to EARTH to be in service to the CREATION of the Infinite Universe, so as
to release ourselves from the most extreme density that this planet
holds in the physical dimension, this is our PURPOSE, that is in service
for all the Universe, what an honour. The meeting of the indigenous
Elders at the UNIVERSAL PROCLAMATION One Heart Convergence has
brought the most ancient roots from the 4 directions to unite and weave
as ONE HEART, like the prophecy of the CONDOR & EAGLE, so as to be
able to create EARTH as the PORTAL OF PEACE. From here in Barcelona
this vibration will resonate exponentially, by sharing with humanity the
ceremonial ashes that hold the memory. We ate mostly healthy good
Macrobiotic foods and this dovetailed with the teachings of the One
Heart which are all about our blood quality and how we eat such wrong
foods from what we are designed to eat. From applying the ancient
teachings of the understanding that our blood quality, which is
determined by the foods we eat, brings us to raise our vibrations with
how Creation is growing and evolving us past our physical limitations, we
need to look at this collectively, but it's such a big tangled up mess
governed by unconscious corporate systems, it will take long to sort out,
but at least we have to try be the change needed by healthy living.
However the Divine Plan is allowing for this for all to change to have to
return to the sacred ways. I suppose everything happens for a reason,
but when we wake up we become conscious of how we must change,
and we transcend from this.
On 16 Jan 2016 it was 7-Imix/Alligator/Dragon, 7 allows for the intention
of "Reveal", Dragon is a reconnection to the Primordial Heart. It is when
the new phenomena of the collective unconscious comes to the surface,
the following day it was 8-Ik/Wind, 8 allows for the intention of "Justice
and Harmony", and Ik is the Lord of Dust, when the new phenomenon is
communicated and disseminated. We started the 13th 20 day cycle of
the Tzolkin that brings the fruits that will bare the seeds for the next
cycle.

After much dense deliberation and a resolved realisation we come to an
understanding and it was agreed to establish the Universal
Proclamation.
You can watch the footage and photo's on the video.
Thank you
Sean Caulfield
www.theuniversalfrequency.com

